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Good Evening

May I take this opportunity to submit my WR. I could not find my ref number so I
hope I can email you and still be considered.

My Written Representation From Peter Moggridge re  Sunnica Energy
Farm (EN010106)

The entire scheme is too big, too spread out and dislocated to ever be a discreet
project which blends into this rural area and landscape. It will sephysically
separate and isolate entire communities.There is no benefit to the community who
live and work here and I believe that only harm will result from this project. The
fundamentals of carbon reduction cannot be proven and I have read assessments
which state that this project will in fact add to carbon and not reduce it,

On a local level in my village of Snailwell, there will be significant impact as the
construction and operational traffic will be travelling through our village to access
West Site B. No other HGV’s are permitted through our village because of a 7.5T
weight limit on Fordham Road. Sunnica have tried to be clever and make their
access ju8st before this limit applies. The limit was put in place for environmental
reasons to prevent traffic passing along Fordham Road. Sunnica’s project is in
conflict with this Traffic Regulation intent. 

The area will be transformed into an industrialised zone. The effect will be
permanent. 

Our local Heritage and Ecological environment is at significant risk from this
project and no matter what the proposer states there will be up to a 100m wide
corridor along its 16mile Cale proposal and effectively open season of earth
moving and heavy vehicles and plant over its entire land area, How can they
possibly control a work force and its equipment over such an area. 

This sort of project is not in the NSIP scheme for any reason other than its stated
output of 50MW. This is a Solar PV station. There will be more times when it
cannot reach 50MW than when it can achieve that output. Surely this is not the
type of reliable consistent generating station envisaged when the planning act was
invoked. 

This proposal has burdened our community financially and emotionally and
construction has not even started. Please stop the scheme now and release this
community from the misery it will bring upon us.

Thank you

Peter

Peter Moggridge

Snailwell




